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i^c 
A series of experiments on steam condensation have been made in a 

Laval nozzle over a variety of starting conditions such that the onset of 
condensation occurs in the range -40 to 40*C. The homogeneous nucleation 
and growth of the new phase is documented with both static pressure and 
laser light scattering. Since even at onset the majority of the condensed 
phase is due to droplet growth the nucleation and growth are coupled and 
the availability of two measured quantities is helpful In comparing a 
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■t particular coäbinatlon of onclcatloB rate and growth law.   For detailed 
calcnlatloos on one of Che esperiaeats there Is excellent ■§"■—r "Ith 
both aeaeureaents diroughout the coodeneatioo tone aad a theoretical calculi 
tion ueing the classical nucleation rate espresslon due to Volaer aad a 
droplet growth law due to Gysraathy. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

nozzle flow area 

nozzle flow area at throat 

correction factor to nucleation rate 

concentration of vapor molecules at tiae zero 

agglomeration sticking coefficient 

mass fraction of flow that has condensed 

change in Gibb's free energy in the formation of a critical-

sized cluster 

en tha lpy , height of s l i t used to define the so l id angle of the 

s c a t t e r e d beam in l ight - scat ter ing experiments 

i n t e n s i t y of scattered l i g h t , in particular at 8 • 90° 

intens i ty of incident laser beam 
3 nucleation rate, number of critical clusters formed/cm /sec 

Boltzmann's constant 1.38 x 10~16 ergs/mole, wave number 

length of detector window 

latent heat of vaporisation 

mass flow rate of steam In the nossle; subscripts sometimes used 

to distinguish between the vapor phase and the condensate 

mass of one molecule, index of refraction 

number of clusters per unit mass of vapor 

concentration of clusters in the flow 

concentration of clusters in the flow at time zero 

the number of clusters nucleated In the nozzle in the range x̂  

and Xj + dx in a time dt - dx/û  
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p,p local pressure of the vapor 

pa(T) liquid/vapor equilibrium pressure at temperature T 

p pressure  in stagnation chamber of nozzle 

P. laser power - watts 

q heat  released during condensation 

r mean droplet  radius 

r droplet  radius 

r critical  radius  for cluster   formation 

r. . radius of a droplet  born at position i and grows  to position   j 

K gas constant,  distance   from   light scattering volume  to detector 

S supersaturation ratio,   p /p 

t time 

T local  temperature of vapor 

T temperature   in st. ^nation chamber of nozzle 

u flow velocity 

v volume per molecule  in  the  condensed phase 

V scattering volume 

x position in nozzle 

Greek  letters 

a thermal accommodation coefficient used in Hill's growth model, 

polarizability 

ß molecular impingement rate used  in Hill's growth model 

X , thermal conductivity 

X mean  free path   for molecular collisions c 

\ light-scattering:     wavelength of laser beam 
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t* molecular weight 

' mass accoanodation coefficient 

p density of vapor 

p density of condensate 

o,am(T; surface  tension,  subscript * refers  to bulk value  for a flat 

surface  (r«a)  and is a function only of temperature 

dc/dw differential scattering cross-section per unit solid angle - 

cm    steradian 

(da/dü) differential scattering cross-section per unit solid angle per unit 

volume  in the  flow - cm      steradian 

(dc/dw) differential scattering ct   ss-section per unit solid angle  from 

2 -1 
the  scattering volume - cm    steradian 

<3 scattering angle 



INTRODUCTION 

The primary purpose of  this  communication  is   to examine the  growth of steam 

droplets  formed via homogeneous nucleation In a supersonic Laval nozzle using 

both static pressure and  light scattering measurements taken through the nucleation 

and growth region along the  flow directir.u     The  goal is  to make some relative 

assesment of  the merits  of  the particular growth  laws investigated and  to examine 

the effect  of  these growth  laws on the predicted  condensation onset  for a given 

version of   the   nucleation rate equation.     It will be seen that  in steam condensation 

thi   nucleation and growth processes are coupled  in that a variation of either will 

cause a shift   in  the predicted point of onset.     This  is not the  case  in condensation 

in a carrirr gas,   such as moist   air expansions,   in which  the  nucleation  is over 

before any appreciable amount of growth has occurred (e.g.  the condensate mass 

fraction at onset  is  typically 0.001  in the former case and 0.0001  in the   lattert. 

The use of supersonic Laval nozzles  for steam turbines and rocket engines 

has a  long and much published history.    The study of condensation phenomena in 

nozzles also has  a rich history Including Stodola [1] in the  1920's, Binnie and 

co-workers  .2,5]  the   HSO's,  Oswatitsch L^-b]   in the  l^O's,   increased activity  in 

this  field in the  1950*8 [7-12], Gyarmathy 1.13,1^] and Hill 115-17] in the  1960^ 

and Barschdorf r18-21] in the 1970*8, with perhaps the most ardent proponent over 

the past twenty years for the nozzle as a means  of studying condensation being 

Wegener and co-workers [22-30].    The nucleation aspects of the  steam condensation 

work presented here have been published earlier [ii].    The advantages of the 

nozzle for study of the homogeneous nucleation process has been extolled many 

times over in the above references and will thus not be repeated here.    The 

merits of laser light scattering in the detection of condensation and the measure- 

ment of cluster concentration «id sise have also been enumerated [26,31-333. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS 

The nozzle  is designed so that the flow can be treated as a steady, one 

dimensional,  invlscld,  attached supersonic expansion.    The process  is  Illustrated 

in Pig.  I.    The steam expands isentroplcally fron the stagnation chanber at point 

1  into the converging portion of the nozzle.     It crosses the vapor-llquld equilibrium 

line at 2 where  the saturation ratio S - (p/p )    ■ I,   i.e.  the steam is saturated 
• T 

vapor.    Depending on the initial conditions p    and T  , point 2 may occur in the 

converging (subsonic) part of the nozzle or in the diverging (supersonic) section. 

Since the expansion cools the gas at about  10      C/sec,  phase change does not occur 

at 2 but continues down the isentrope becoming supersaturated until sufficient 

nuclei of  the new phase form to cause a perceptable rate of change to the new state 

at point 3, the onset of condensation.    This point Is commonly defined as that at 

which the pressure differs from the isentrope by 11.     It is at this point that the 

light scattering is   first seen [34].    In steam nozzles,  the saturation ratio at 

this point typically ranges from S =- 4 to 15,  depending on the initial condi- 

tions.    The diameter of the nuclei are of the order of  10      cm.    As the  flow 

continues,  the vapor condenses onto these nuclei; the heat that is released 

forces the  thermodynamic properties away from the isentrope to point 4.    The 

length along the nozzle between points  3 and 4  is known as the "cordensation 

zone".    At the end of the condensation zone,  the thermodynamic state of the 

vapor is near the equilibrium line.    The processes  for droplet growth slow 

down and the  flow again begins to expand and cool. 

By varying the starting pressure and temperature p    and T    (point 1 in Fig.   IA 

and 1C) the steam can be expanded along different isentropes such that the nuclea- 

tion process, which occurs near point 3, can be examined through the triple point 

temperature.    This region Is accessible mainly by varying p    from 600 to 60 torr. 

The temperature T    is in the range of 90-110oC. 



The governing equations for the nozzle flow are; 

continuity, 

P A        u l-g 

or 

pAu « m     , 

■onentua, 

oudu ■» dp - 0    , (2) 

energy, 

2, 
d^h + ^-) - dq « Ug    , (3) 

and state, 

p -  (l-g)pRT/n     , (4) 

The effective area ratio A is obtained by running the nozzle at the inlet 

pressure of interest and a high enough temperature so there is no condensation in 

the nozzle.    Thus we have 4 equations  (l)-(4)  and  5 unknowns p, p,  T, u and g. 

One way to close the system is to measure one property such as pressure,  i.e. 

Fig.   LA.    Then p and T as shown in Flg.  1C, g as shown in IB and p and u can each 

be determined at every point in the nozzle.    The approximately equal sign of dq ■ 

Ldg is due to the fact that the droplet temperature will always be higher than 

the local vapor temperature, thus Ldg > dq.    The other way to close the system of 

Eqs.   (l)-(4) is to use a nucleation rate equation and droplet growth law which 

can be used to express g as a function of the remaining unknowns above.    The rate 
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.^quat-on for homogeneous nucleation used here Is the classical expression due to 

Volmer Li5,ibj which treats the embryonic cluster of the new phase as a macroscopic, 

motionltss, spherical liquid droplet, 

j--^b)\^;l/2 \*^G*/kT) > (5) 

3 * 
where  J  is   the number of  critical size  clusters  formed per sec per cm  ,  and ^G 

*      4      *2 
the Gibbs   free energy of   formation of  the critical sized cluster MJ    - ■*■ rrr    o. 

The critieal  radius   is  given by the Gibbs-Thompson-Helmholtz equation 

t 
r"  = 2c v  /kT In  (p/p )     . (6) 

C oo 

Since  the cluster size  is much smaller than  the vapor mean free path  (i.e. 

Knudsen number »  1)   the  growth  law is  simplified,  one version of which is due  to 

Hill  [15.1, 

dr/dt = §(P-PD)VC/(2TT tnkT)1/2    , (7) 

where p * p    exp(2CT v  /kTr)   from Eq.   (6).     It  is  the matter of the growth  law  that 
D 06 c 

is primarily being  considered in this work so various  prescriptions will be 

examined  later in  the  paper. 

Thus  the use  of  the  full set of equations   (l)-(7)  will be closed and all 

the  thermodynamic  data as well as a detailed cluster  size  distribution and con- 

centration can be calculated for every location in the nozzle.    All of the prop- 

erties plotted in Fig.   1 can be obtained theoretically. 

It is near the point of onset that the  light scattering is first seen. 

Fig.   ID.    In this experiment molecular scattering upstream of the onset of con- 

densation cannot be detected above the photomultlplier dark current. 

Since Eq.   (6)  predicts an approximate starting size of r    = 5A the  light 

scattering for one cluster will follow the Rayleigh scattering law for plane 

polarized light with its electric field perpendicular to the plane of observation. 
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da/dfi - a2k4 , (8) 

2    2    3 
where a is  the polarlzabllity a " (m - l/m + 2)r and k Che wave number k « 2TT/X. 

For Independent scattering from a unit volume of the flow containing. N clusters 

with a normalized size distribution f(r), the cross section Is 

m + 2       o 

and Is related to the measured light Intensities and scattering geometry by 

(da/dn)v- N (Y"
1) (f2) J* r6f (r)dr . (9) 

(da/dn)v- (dj/dn)sv/v . 

2  2 
IQR /hi 

- -^     . (10) 
o 

where (dc/dQ)  Is the differential scattering cross section for the scattering 

volume V defined by the laser beam cross section and the detector window length £, 

The mass condensed per unit volume in the flow is 

gp - (N4n/3vc) J r
3f(r)dr . (11) 

If the distribution function f(r) is known then comparison to experiment can 

be made using the gasdynamlc measurements and Eq. (11) or the light scattering 

measurements and Eq. (10). If a distribution function with an additional variable 

Is used, say mean radius r, then Eqs. (10) and (11) can be used to obtain r and N. 

Using Eq. (5) the number of clusters born at x is 

dN^ - J(xi)A(x1)dx dt - J(x1)A(x1)dx1 ^E  , (12) 

and their size at any  later position, j,  is 
xj 

rij<V-I        TtZ**   ' ("> 
Xi 



The mass condensed In any increment of the nozzle Is the sum of the mass of the 

new clusters bom in the increment via the nucieation rate plus the growth of all 

droplets bom upstream of the increment: 

J u 

dm - 4 nr? p dN* + 7 4r rj. p (^j   -i dN^ (14) cl 3  J c  j  ^J    ij rc\dt/   u   1 v ' 
i-1 rij J 

where dN. and r, . are given above in Eqs. (12) and (13). 

•,  ^ 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

The nozzle Is   two dimensional,  made of black   anodized   aluminum with a 

throat   1  cm x 1 cm,   and has a window on one sldewall.     A schematic arrange- 

ment   is   shown in Kigure 2.     Steam enters  from the  side   through  the  stagnation 

chamber,   into the nozzle,   through a  glass tee to a  condenser and  finally to a 

vacuum pump.     There are  ports  at either end to accommodate static pressure 

probes  or window and  light  trap for  the  laser.     Static  pressure on  the nozzle 

centerline  is  taken with  a  stainless   steel tube of 0.75 mm diameter,   sealed at 

one end,   a pressure  transducer at  the  other,  and a 0.25 mm hole in  the side of 

the   tube where  the  pressure  is  to be measured,     "nie ports have ball valves 

installed so that  the pressure  probe  can be removed without disturbing the 

flow and a window and light  trap installed for  the  light  scattering.    The  flow 

is  traversed by the  probe or  light  scattering photomultlplier by moving the 

stagnation chamber-nozzle-glass tee assembly.    Thus the  laser and photomulti- 

plier arrangement can be aligned once and then remain stationary.     The light source 

used is a continuous wave,  4 watt argon ion laser with a intracavity prism for 

tuning.       with almost 2 watts of power at the 514.5 nm line  small  slits for 

good resolution and an ordinary    uncooled photomultlplier  (RCA 1P21)  can be 

used.     The slits are 0.6 mm in the  flow direction by 3 mm vertically,  to ensure 

cutting off the complete  laser beam forming the  scattering volume. 

The experimental procedure then  is to install the pressure probe, 

turn on the steam flow,   take  pressure data after steady conditions  prevail, 

remove  the probe,  install window and light trap,  and take light scattering data. 

Due  to  the time lag in the probe,  pressure data is taken at discrete points in 

the nozzle waiting  for pressure equilibration at each point.    The  pressure data 

is  taken in 10-30 minutes depending on the Inlet  (stagnation)  pressure p  ■ 

The  light  scattering data is  taken in about 10 seconds. 
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The  steam for  this work was tapped off a convenient  line of the Univer- 

sity's  steam heating system.    The  flow was  filtered through a sintered,  stain- 

less steel  filter of 0.4 micron rating.    The line pressure was reduced  from 

40 psig to atmospheric where  it was regulated by a  large plastic bag.    A second 

valve reduced the pressure  to the desired stagnation pressure.    A by-pass line 

around  the nozzle was provided to dry out the lines before an experiment was 

conducted.    The valves and piping between the filter and the  stagnation chamber 

were either brass or stainless  steal  to prevent corrosion and  flaking into the 

steam flow.    Also,   these valves and lines had to be heated by  thermal  tapes 

to prevent  the  steam from condensing prior to the  test  section.    Unfortunately, 

this  limited the minimum stagnation temperatures to about 95    C and prevented 

thorough  investigations at  stagnation pressures below around  160 torr as the 

expansion required to sufficiently cool  the flow for nucleation was  too great. 

The  nozzle exit was connected to a    Kinney vacuum pump,   rated at 

485      cfm flow rate.    Care had to be  taken to condense out most of the steam 

before  it got to the pump to prevent  it  condensing in the pump and emulsifying 

the oil.    A shell and tube heat exchanger was used to cool  the steam.    A con- 

densate  trap removed the resulting water  from the  flow.    The  system was able 

to remove about 95% of the  steam as condensate. 

The actual geometry of  the nozzle was chosen for ease of fabrication 

with  the additional criterion of curve  continuity through  the  second derivative. 

The expansion was in one dimension with a glass window for one of  the  flat 

surfaces.    The profile of the  transonic and supersonic sections was a circular 

arc of 68.6 cm radius;  this was mated smoothly with an arc of 5.3 cm radius to 

form the  subsonic entrance.     The choice of a circular arc is  to allow the profile 

to be machined on a numerically-controlled milling machine with circular inter- 

polation,   i.e.,  one  that mills a constant radius arc between two points rather 

than a  straight line.    The actual profile is presented as part of Fig.  3 and 
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compared with the "effective profile",   the difference being the result of the 

displacement thickness of the boundary layer. 

Except   for the window,  the nozzle was machined from aluminum.    Each 

piece was then "vapor blasted" and black anodized to provide  flat-black 

surfaces to reduce the reflections.     ("Vapor blasting" is similar to sand 

blasting only much finer.    The process does not appreciably change the 

dimensions.) 

Effect of Laser Power 

Theoretically, very  little  light  should be absorbed by  the water due  to 

its  low absorption cross section.    Thus  the presence of the  laser beam should 

not affect  the nucleation process.    As an experimental test  the scattered 

light was recorded through the nucleation and growth zone for several experiments 

with constant flow conditions but  with laser power varied fron 0.1 to 1.5 watts, 

a factor of 15:1.    The results  shown In Fig. 4 confirms that  the  laser,  at 

least  in the power range used here,  does not affect the phase change.    There 

is evidence   from diffusion cloud chamber research,  that some wave  lengths 

in the ultraviolet will enhance water nucleation [3?]. 

Heterogeneous Nucleation Tests 

Heterogeneous nucleation is not usually considered an effective mechanism 

in nozzle flows because of the extremely short time scales Involved [23]. 

However,  because the steam supply for this work came  from the University's 

heat and power plant,  the purity could not be controlled except by filtration. 

A sample of condensed steam was analyzed for impurities and a level of about 

1 ppm total  solids was found to be present in the form of iron,  and silicate 

and carbonate salts presumably from the piping and carry-over from the boiler 

water.    The experiments involved placing different degrees of filtration In the 

steam supply line as listed below; 
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1. 0.A micron filter 

2. 0.4 and 0.008 micron filters 

3. 0.4, 0.008 micron filters and an activated charcoal bed 

4. 0.4, 0.008 micron filters and two activated charcoal beds 

Representative onsets are presented in Fig. 5. There are no significant 

differences in the onsets for all four stages of Increased filtering.  Also 

the static pressure traces showed no unusual shapes in any of these experiments. 

Comparison of Pressure and Light Scattering Onsets 

The onset criteria used here is a 1% pressure increase over the isentropic 

value, and a light scattering signal rising out of the phototube background, 

-14 
a value of I/I * 10  .  The data plotted in Fig. 6 shows that the two criteria o 

are quite equivalent. 

Under some  circumstances it is  difficult and time consuming to make 

pressure measurements  in an effort  to  find the phase  change onset  such as 

experiments at  low pressure or experiments with condensates having small  latent 

heats of vaporization.    Light-scattering measurements,  on the other hand,  are 

relatively easy to obtain and can be used  to determine  the  location of the onset. 

The least  ambiguous circumstances  for determining the onset with light scattering 

is that in which the laser is so powerful and/or the detector so sensitive that 

the molecular Rayleigh scattering can be seen upstream of the condensation zone. 

This has been accomplished using a pulsed ruby laser in a free Jet expansion [38]. 

In addition,  up to the point of significant clustering the light scattering can 

be used as a density measurement with proper scattering system calibration and 

knowing the molecular scattering cross section. 
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Measurements Through the Condensation Zone 

A systematic series of experiments were conducted in which the effect of 

initial temperature and pressure variation on the condensation zone was documented. 

Some of the  static pressure histories are shown in Fig.  7 for pressure held con- 

stant at  approximately 300 Torr  in 7A and 400 Torr in 7B.    With temperature held 

constant T    «  100OC ehe effect of p    variation is shown in Fig.  7C.    The expected 
o o 

qualitative results are evident  in which there is a delayed onset with Increasing 

^remperature,  holding p    constant,  and with decreasing pressure,  holding To con- 

stant.    The above trends shift  the starting point of the expansion away from 

r.he vapor-liquid equilibrium on a p-T diagram,  and thus the onset occurs at higher 

Mach number which is of course  further down the nozzle. 

The  earlier onsets have a steeper rise  in pressure and a greater ^p above 

the  isentrope.    The difference  in pressure rise in Fig.  6 is about a factor of 2 

or  less  from highest to lowest. 

The variation in Ught scattering with p    is seen in Fig.  8 with the same 

qualitative variation as  in Fig.   7A and B.    The shapes of curves are all about 

the same with a factor of 4 or less variation in signal downstream of the onsets, 

i.e.  point 4 in Fig.  1.    Thus the  light scattering is more sensitive to changes 

in the onset and growth conditions  than the heat release measurement inferred 

from static pressure measurement.    This  is a manifestation of different dependencies 

on the droplet size distribution,  the mass condensed being proportional to third 

moment (i.e. J   r f(r)dr, Eq.  (11)) while the light scattering is proportional to 

the sixth moment, Eq.  (9).    Thus the light scattering is more sensitive to changes 

in the size distribution than the static pressure measurement. 
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GROWTH LAUS 

Once the critical-sized clusters have formed, they are carried with the flow 

and provide surfaces onto which the supercooled vapor can condense.    Two mechanisms 

are involved in the growth of a droplet from the vapor phase:   the transfer of mass 

between the vapor and the droplet and the transfer of heat from the droplet to 

the vapor as  the latent heat is released by the "condensing" molecules.    The theory 

for the growth is simplified if the Knudsen number K ■ X  /r » 1,   i.e.  the colli- 

sion mean free path is much greater than  the droplet radius.     In this work,  the mean 

free path in the condensation zone is of the order of 10     cm whereas the largest 

droplets will be of the order of 10      cm so it is anticipated that droplet growth 

for this work can be best described by the concepts of free molecular flow. 

Two approaches to the growth theory are considered here.    One is to approach 

the problem from the viewpoint of kinetic theory while the other is to use macro- 

scopic concepts of heat and mass transfer and apply correction factors based on 

the Knudsen number.    Two growth laws, based on the above approaches, have been 

published respectively by Hill [15*] and Gyarmathy [39]. 

Hill [ 151 developed a growth law from the viewpoint of kinetic theory by 

considering the growth rate of the droplet to be the difference between the 

molecular impingement rate of the vapor at the droplet surface and the evapora- 

tion rate of the droplet, 

Pt 

<15> 

p    is the (hypothetical) ambient pressure which would keep the droplet in equili- 

brium with a surrounding vapor at a temperature equal to that of the droplet, T.. 

In this state,  the evaporation rate would just balance the impingement rate.    From 

Eq.   (6)  for the equilibrium droplet size, p - p^CT.) exp{2o/(p RTjjr)}.    The mass 

,   * 
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acconnnodation coefficient is 5.  i.e., that  fraction of the impinging vapor mole- 

cules  that actually penetrate the surface.    The remainder are reflected after 

achieving some degree of thermal equilibrium designated by a thermal accommoda- 

tion coefficient a.    These vuefficients are used to average out detailed surface 

interactions.  Their values are open to question but are usually taken as a ■ 1.0 

and .04 < § < 1.0 (e.g. [15], [40-44]).    Hill determined the droplet temperature 

from a balance of the net energy flux to the droplet with the increase in internal 

energy. 

Gyarmathy [39] combines Pick's   law of diffusion and Fourier's  law of heat 

conduction to develop a rate of growth for a spherical droplet in a continuum 

environment of arbitrary supersaturation and moisture fraction.    To extend the 

validity of  the expression to cases of smaller droplets,  a correction factor is 

invoked which is a function of the Knudsen number.    For the case of pure steam, 

his growth rate reduces to the following expression 
* 

C        L 

Both treatments however contain an element of uncertainty.    Gyarmathy's 

involves an adjustment for free-molecular flows, while Hill uses the mass and 

thermal accommodation coefficients.    Since both growth rates are functions of 

droplet radius, at each point in the nozzle they must be evaluated for each 

species of droplet size.    Hill's method is time consuming as  it Involves  the 

solution of two simultaneous, non-linear equations for each case.    To reduce 

this effort, Hill evaluated the growth rate for a surface-averar.c1 size droplet 

at each step and applied this growth to all droplet sizes.    If this prescription 

is  followed an additional uncertainty is  Introduced. 

.   \ 
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In Fig.  9 these growth rates are compared as functions of droplet size   for 

conditions  typical of onset in this work,  T « 280 K and p = 68 torr,  corresponding 

to a saturation ratio of S * 9.5.    The surface-averaged growth rate is shown 

dashed at a typical value  for 5*1 and 0.04 because its magnitude depends on 

the exact distribution of droplet sizes.     Note  the  large growth rate applied 

to newly formed clusters as compared to the radius-dependent models.    The growth 

law due to Wu  [<»5]  is constant at small radii but matcher to a radius-dependence 

growth model at  larger r.    However for the conditions of these experiments  the 

constant growth  is always  larger than the  radius-dependent part and thus operates 

here as a purely constant growth  law. 

As an illustration of the effect of the growth laws on the detailed evolution 

of the phase change,  three growth models were applied to the theoretical descrip- 

tion using the equations for the gasdynamics and nucleation.    The example is  shown 

in Fig.  10 for the Initial conditions  of Experiment 252 and is used here to show 

the relative effects of the three growth laws.    Note that an unreal is tically high 

value of mass accomnodation (§ « 1 is an upper limit) has been employed in this 

particular set of calculations.    One difference between the average-radius model 

and the radius-dependent models is the fate of clusters "bom" after onset.    As 

the thermodynamic state of the flow shifts back toward the liquid-vapor equili- 

brium line,  r    increases.    Under the radius-dependent growth models,  those clusters 
it 

born after onset begin with zero growth rate and as r    increases  they are there- 

fore constrained to evaporate.    The sveifag0-growth model allows the new clusters 

to grow abnormally fast and they are "able to survive" in this region beyond onset, 

i.e.  the point of maximum supers atur at ion.    The average-growth model also produces 

larger clusters, hence the lower number of clusters at onset as seen in the drop- 

let concentrations at the x » 14 cm location in Fig.  10. 

The most probable size is 451,,  30jl and 25k from top to bottom which gives a 

substantial difference in most probable mass or number of atoms per cluster in 

the ratio of 5.8:1.7:1. 

-'. 
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Conparison of Growth Theories to Experiment 

A detailed comparison of the droplet growth laws presented above has  been 

made  for one of the experiments both in terms  of mass condensed and  light scatter- 

ing.    The comparison for mass condensed is shown in Fig.  11.    The experimental 

points in 11A and B come from a solution to the gasdynamic equations  (l)-(4) plus 

the static pressure data.    In order to relate heat release to mass  fraction con- 

densed the usual relation dq - Ldg is employed.    For moist air expansions this is 

an excellent assumption, however in steam expansions droplet temperatures maybe 

as  large as 30oC above the ambient vapor temperature [15].    However,  for water 

with a latent he&t in the neighborhood of 600 cal/g the error involved is about 

57..    Thus  the error in g from experiment is such that the actual g at any point 

can be as much as STL higher than the values shown in the experimental values of 

Fig.   11.     frequently the temperature  increase  is  less than 30 C,  but in any event 

this  is not a serious error. 

A variety of growth laws are  shown in Fig.   ILA.    The solid curves  1  to b 

(these numbers refer to the nucleation and growth conditions  listed in Table  I) 

are all computed with no correction to the classical nucleation rate,  i.e.  C ■ 1 

in Eq.   (5).    The  three solid curves shown only part way up are estimated by 

interpolation between existing computer solutions.    The three dotted curves  7-9 

are for the nucleation rate decreased by the amount C ■ | ■ 0.04.    This decrease 

in nucleation rate can be interpreted as the approximate non-isothermal correction 

[46,2l] or,  in the case of curves 7 and 9, as the factor 5 for the flux rate of 

clusters past the critical size. 

In this particular example the  theoretical range in onsets at g - 0.001 

vary over  Ax »  1 cm for the constant nucleation rate cases  1-6 and a span of 

Ax - 0.5 cm for the C = § ■ 0.04 cases 7-9 and a total span of Ax *  1.5 cm. 

This results  in a span in Ap and AT for the three ranges above of 16,   13,  and 

,   \ 
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22 torr;   and  11,   11,  and  18 C respectively.     Of course this represents  a con- 

siderable variety of possible growth  laws whereas careful consideration of  the 

more  probable rang.1  in their adjustable  parameters  such as a,  £, etc.,  can 

reduce  these  uncertainties by perhaps half.     Nevertheless a not  Insignificant 

range  in  theoretical onsets conditions prevail. 

The effect on g of a range in nucleation rates  for the above Experiment  252, 

using the  same  growth  law,  due to Gyarmathy  [.39J,   is  shown in Fig.   11B.     Thus 

is  is  seen  that   the   span in äx at onset  for constant nucleation rate and a 

variety of growth models,  curves   1-6 of  Fig.   HA is equivalent  to a variation 

-2 2 4 
in nucleation rates  in  Fig.   11B of C =  10       to C =  10    or a span of  10     in J. 

Wegener and Pouring L25] found that  in their moist air experiments, 

g =  U.U001 gm of condensate/gm of  flow was consistent with onset,  while  in this 

work the mass  fraction condensed at onset  Is near g « 0.001 gm/gm of  flow.     The 

reason the growth models affect the predicted onset is that most of the mass 

condensed at  onset was  found to be due  to growth.     For the cases presented  in 

Fig.   11,   the average-growth model of Hill,  curve  7,  resulted in 99% of the mass 

condensed at onset due to growth,  and the radius-dependent models of Hill and 

Gyarmathy,   curves  3 and 9,  resulted  in 9270 and 767» respectively,  while  for moist 

air expansions  the mass condensed at onset  due  to growth is a small fraction of g. 

The  light scattering data for Experiment 252 is shown in Fig.   12 as circles. 

The theoretical light scattering for this experiment is shown for 6 of the 9 

nucleation and growth conditions of Table  I.    The data separates more-or-less 

into two groups,  the solid curves 1,  3 and 4 using the classical nucleation 

rate, and the dashed curves 7-9 with J ■ 0.04J ..    The three solid curves fit 

the shape of the data best although the Vfci and Hill growth law, curves 1 and 

4, have an upper limit value of £ - 1 which is not physically reasonable.    This 

leaves  the  two possibilities of using the Va growth with a more realistic  £ 

-,   > 
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which will shift  it closer Co the data or the use of the Gyarmathy growth 

expression,  curve  3.     The relative value of scattered light intensities through 

the condensation zone  have little error associated with them.    However  the value 

of I    has considerable uncertainty in its value  since the main laser beam 
o 

intensity had to be reduced by a factor of  10      or more using window reflections 

and neutral density filters in order to be detected on the same photomultiplier 

Cube as used  for  the  scattered light.    This error could be as large as - 50% in 

this work but could be reduced with very careful calibration procedures. 

However  it  is  interesting to note  that  if the Gyarmathy growth  law. Number 

3 of Table  I and Figs.   11A and 12,  is used with a small increase  in nucleation 

rate  (a factor of C ■ 4 to 10, an insignificant change  in J)  the g vs.  x curve 

will fit the data very well.    Carrying this shift over to the  light scattering 

data will also provide an excellent fit if the data is shifted very slightly 

upward by a change  in  I    much smaller than  its error limits. 

DROPLET AGGLOMERATION 

The modification of the droplet size distribution with time  (or distance 

along Che nozzle) will proceed at some  finite rate as droplets may collide with 

each other and stick together.    Two mechanisms may be Involved to effect this 

process,  Brownian motion and relative motion due to vapor-particle drag in 

an accelerating flow.    The latter mechanism is expected to be negligible due 

to the very small droplet sizes and the magnitude of accelerations encountered 

in the condensation zone [23].    The former mechanism can be tested using an 

agglomeration rate expression and a typical mean droplet radius.    The agglomer- 

ation rate  is estimated using two rate expressions.  The first one considered 

here is due to Roberts [33] in which it is stated that the use of an average 

droplet radius would over-estimate the collision rate when working In the 

free-molecular regime.    This collision rate obtained from kinetic theory for 

,   \ 
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uniform-sized particles  is 

dN r48kT 1/2 -1/2 M2 .._. 
är - -c L-7~J   

r   N   • (17) 
c 

The  second version is  from Brock and Hidy [473 and is given by the equation 

N 1  
N /i .    -  o       in'12» 5/6    l/6Tl/2    ^,6/5 o       (1 + 6.8 x  10      N        c        T        ct) o        o 

(18) 

Both versions have been applied to the themodynamic conditions of the conden- 

sation zone of Experiment  252.    At onset  the vapor concentration is  the  highest 

18 3    - ~      -7 o in the condensation zone at c    « 3.86 x 10      molecules/cm ,  r - 10      cm «  10A, 

and t - 40^sec  through the  zone  (x ■  11.S to 14 cm).    The results are presented 

in Table  II.    They all show a minor change  in droplet concentration as  is the 

case  for moist air  [48].     Even for the absolute upper bound the effect  is only 

7.4% on droplet concentration and 14.8% on the  light scattering at x *  14 cm. 

It goes monotonically to 0% at onset.    The more probable upper bound is  that 

of Number 3 and 6 giving only a 0.4-1.8% maximum change  in light scattering. 

Thus the  frequently encountered case of droplet distributions in supersonic 

nozzles is one having small agg loom rat ion rates.    This feature is one that 

makes nozzles attractive for the study of droplet growth without having to 

deal with a very complicated stochastic agglomeration or cloud coalescence 

phenomena. 

■,   ^ 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The thermodynamic results  for this work have been summarized in Table  III. 

The steam expansions were  tested with four stages of Increased filtering with 

no change in condensation onset characteristics  thus ensuring the clustering 

process was a homogeneous one.    A factor of 15 in laser power at 514.5 nm up to 

1.5 watts was used to verify the theoretical expectation that the photon flux 

would not alter the nature of the phase change.    The use of both static pressure 

and light scattering measurements proved to be complimentary for some operating 

conditions providing two tests  instead of one for combinations of nucleation 

and growth  laws.    The  light scattering proved to be more  sensitive to changes 

in droplet size distributions than the static pressure.    Also,   if agglomeration 

had been a factor the  light scattering would provide a sensitive measure of 

this process whereas  there would be no change in static pressure.    Moreover, 

it was found that the  light scattering is a simpler and more positive test,for 

those expansions  fron lower pressure,than static pressure measurements. 

The dual measurements were helpful in making comparisons to the theory 

since nucleation and growth are coupled even at onset.    The computer solutions 

estimated from 75% to 997. of the mass condensed at onset being due  to growth 

depending on the growth models employed. The full range of grrwth laws con- 

sidered in the detailed comparison with Experiment 252 gave a spar» in onset 

pressure and temperature  of Ap ■      22 torr and AT "  18    C.    With insignificantly 

ill adjustments the classical nucleation and Gyarmathy growth law provided 

an excellent match to both static pressure and  light scattering.    Finally,  the 

use of supersonic nozzles  for the study of droplet growth is especially 

advantageous since there  is no significant agglomeration.    Also, the use of 

carrier gas expansions,  such as moist air, etc.  «here  the condensable species 

■4 
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is a small mole fraction in the expansion, is ideal for the study of homogeneous 

nucleation.  For this case the condensed mass at onset is nearly all due to 

nucleation and thus the growth law is not coupled to the nucleation rate. 
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TABLE I 

SUMMARY OF NUCLEATION AND GROWTH LAW COMBINATIONS 

Numbe r Reference and Description 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Wu  [45] 

Hill,  surface-averaged radius [15] 

; Gyarmathy, radius-dependent [39] 

Hill, radius-dependent [15] 

Hill, surface-averaged [15] 

i Hill, radius-dependent [15] 

i Hill, surface-averaged radius [15] 

Gyarmathy, radius-dependent [39] 

Hill, radius-dependent [15] 

Mass 
Accomnodation 
Coefficient 

N.A. 

1.0 

N.A. 

1.0 

0.04 

0.04 

0.04 

N.A. 

0.04 

Nucleation 
Rate 

Factor C 

l(J - CJ .       .     .) 
classical 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0.04 

0.04 

0.04 
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TABLE II 

CALCULATIONS OF DROPLET AGGLOMERATION IN 
THE CONDENSATION ZONE 

NumberiEquationl 

1      17 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

18 

17 

18 

17 

18 

17 

18 

Initial 
Concentration 

 , • -■                   +* 

Sticking 
Coefficient 

Concentration 
Ratio 

Fractional 
Concentration 

Change 

Fractional 
Light Scattering 

Change 

N c N/No AN/No Ml/i0) 
0-3 

cm 
percent 

"^   io12 1.0 0.980 0.020 4.0% 

io12 1.0 0.926 0.074 14.8% 

io12 0.1 0.998 0.0020 0.47, 

io12 0.1 0.992 0.008 1.67. 

3 x  10U 0.3 0.998 0.0018 0.4% 

3 x iO11 0.3 0.991 0.009 1.8% 

io11 1.0 0.998 0.0020 0.4% 

u,11 1.0 0.988 0.012 2.4% 
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TABLE III 

SUJWARY 01 EXPERIMENTS 

Exp. Type 
* 

Starting Conditions 1     ,    r- Onset Conditions 
No. P0(torfr T0CK) x[<™r A/A* PltorrT i{'v.r~ S rMÄT 

17S P 202.5 377.2 |   12.78 1.2797 48.6 268.7 14.7 4.6 
183 F 146.9 365.2 1  12.50 1.2496 1        37.0 262.8 17.7 4.4 
187 P 227.8 373.6 12.22 1.2191 60.8 273.0 13.4 4.6 
191 P 133.6 369.2 13.26 1.3365 j       29.3 257,4 21.7 4.2 
192 n 414.4 375.2 10.7 1.0906 146.5 292.6 8.7 5.0 
193 P 322.7 366.0 10.74 1.0906 1     114.4 285.9 10.3 4.8 
203 PiL 268.4 368.3 11.42 1.1428 ,       84.3 280.7 10.8 4.8 
203 P5,I. 206.2 367.9 11.90 1.1864 58.6 272.6 13.3 4.7 
210 P&L 163.2 368.0 12.26 1.2234 43.2 268.2 13.6 4.7 
214 PiL 192.3 368.2 1  12.18 1.2148 51.7 269.3 15.0 4.5 
218 PiL 198.9 367.7 ; 12.14 1.2106 53.8 269.2 15.8 4.4 
220 PiL 179.9 366.9 12.18 1.2148 48.3 268.2 15.3 4.5 
222 PiL 168.2 366.7 12.50 1.2436 42.6 264.9 17.3 4.4 
226 L 310.7 380.0 12.06 87.9 278.6 
227 * 310.7 377.6 11.79 92.3 280.3 
228 L 310.7 375.6 11.52 97.2 282.6 
229 L 310.7 371.6 11.30 101.3 283.0 
230 L 310.7 370.9 11.05 105.9 285.0 
231 L 310.7 368.9 10.90 108.7 285.4 
233 L 262.2 365.7 ,  11.10 88.6 280.0 
234 L 262.2 371.0 11.49 82.6 279.5 
235 T 262.2 374.5 ;  11.79 77.9 278.1 
236 L 262.2 379.1 1  12.20 72.2 276.1 
237 L 262.2 382.8 12.60 66.9 273.5 
238 L 202.1 367.6 1 11.94 58.4 271.1 
239 L 202.1 367.2 | 11.92 58.6 271.2 
240 L 202.1 360.8 | 12.16 56.0 270.5 
241 L 202.1 374.4 12.43 53.2 269.7 
242 L 202.1 374.9 1 12.48 52.7 269.4 
243 L 202.1 379.4 12.81 49.7 268.4 
244 L 202.1 383.5 13.18 46.5 267.1 
245 L 145 2 j£5.1 . 12.47 38.2 261.0 
246 L 146.2 371.6 13.19 33.6 258.8 
247 L 146.2 375.6 13.49 31.8 257.8 
248 L 146.2 381.9 | 14.1 28.8 255.7 
249 L 146.2 382.3 1 14.1 28.8 255.9 
250 L 146.2 383.9 ; 14.31 27.9 255.1 
251 L 146.2 377.1 I 13.82 30.1 255.1 
252 PiL 300.4 374.3 i 11.50 1.1496 92.2 282.7 10.3 4.9 
254 PiL 394.0 372.8 | 10.70 1.0878 140.7 291.8 8.7 5.0 
257 PiL 507.5 376.7 10.50 1.0746 188.3 297.6 8.2 5.0 
258 PiL 402.0 372.8 1 10.58 1.0797 147.2 293.5 8.2 5.1 
287 L 106.8 375.0 i 14.1 '21.1* «251 
288 L 94.1 372.6 ; is.i ■16.5* ■241 
289 L 94.1 372.3 15.3 "16.11 ■ 240 
290 L 84.7 371.6 16.4 ■13.6« ■ 235 
291 - 76.9 367,4 15.7 ■12.8« ■ 235 

*? - pressure measurements!  L ■ light-scattering measurements 
«Nozzle was not "calibrated"  this far downstream;   see Figure 6 for error  ben. 
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Figure  1.    The dynamics of condensation is illustrated above with pressure and 
light scattering in A and D being the measured quantities and the 
remainder being derived quantities. 
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Figure 2.    The  schematic arrangement for the experiments Is shown with the 
static pressure probe Installed In the side view and the  light 
scattering Installed in the top view. 
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Figure 4. A linearity test of the light-scattering system shows that there is 
no effect on the nucleation and growth process for a range of 15:1 
in laser power. 
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Figure 5. The locus of onset for experiments with different filters shows that 
there is no change in aasets of coodensation thus eliminating 
heterogeneous nucleation as a competitive rate process with the 
homogeneous phase change. 
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Figure 7.    A comparison of pressure distributions for various flow conditions 
is shown with pressure held nearly constant in A and B, and tem- 
perature held constant in C. 
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Figure 9.    A comparison of droplet growth models Is  shown with the number: 
corresponding to the conditions summarized in Table 1. 
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Figure 10. Predicted distribution and growth of droplets is documented 
for the growth models 2, 4, and 3 of Table I from top to bottom. 
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Figure  11A.    The mass  fraction condensed is plotted as circles  from Exp.  252 
with the  first 6 growth  laws using the classical nucleatlcn 
rate,  C ■ 1 in Eq.   (5), while the  last three use  the correction 
C ■ 5 • 0.04.    The curve numbers conform to those  in Table I. 
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Figure 11B. The effect of different nucleation rates on the predicted 
condensed mass fraction Is compared with the experimental 
values obtained from the static pressure measurements. 
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Figure  12.    The  light scattering at 9 = 90    is shown as circles for Exp.  252 
with C - 1 in Eq.   (5)   for curves 1,  3,  and 4,  and C -  ( - 0.04 
in 7, 8,  and 9.     (See Table  I for additional information on 
the growth laws used.) 
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